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MAXIMIN GRÜNHAUS
2019 Maximin Riesling

A delightful off-dry Riesling that combines fresh fruit flavors  
with an optimal interplay of sweetness and acidity.

A new, introductory wine that displays the fine character of the Mosel-Ruwer region in the 
inimitable style of Maximin Grünhaus. It has a charming lightness that makes it hard to resist. 
Balanced and refreshing with fine, crisp acidity and aromas of fresh apples, mirabelle and pear. 
Fruit for the Maximin Riesling is sourced from several vineyard parcels in the Ruwer and Mosel 
valleys that were recently acquired by the von Schubert family.

ABOUT MAXIMIN GRÜNHAUS
This deeply historic estate dates back to the 7th century, when the Frankish King Dagobert donated the vineyards 
and buildings to the Benedictine order of St. Maximin. The monastery was privatized by Napoleon in the early 19th 
century. In 1882, it was purchased by an ancestor of Maximin von Schubert, who is the sixth generation of the family 
to own the Grünhaus estate. Work in the vineyards is done in close harmony with nature. Fertilization is organic, and 
no pesticides or herbicides are used. The wines ferment naturally in the deep, cool cellar, where they are matured in 
a combination of stainless steel tanks and neutral oak Fuder casks. The Ruwer Valley is a tiny tributary of the Mosel 
that has a very distinct style due to its generally cooler conditions and well-drained slate soils.

THE 2019 VINTAGE 
Maximin von Schubert is quite happy with the 2019 vintage, except for the extremely low yields. “The wines are real 
classics and have great aromatic purity,” he says. “Unfortunately, there is very little of it because we were severely 
affected by a May frost. Our young shoots stood no chance and we lost 50% of our harvest that day. In the end, 
despite all the challenges, the resulting wines are truly remarkable. One does notice that the grapes come from a ripe 
vintage but the wines also retain a superbly pure and airy side, which makes them classically styled.”

[90] Wine Enthusiast
“Crisp green apples and white blossoms perfume this luminously fresh,  

mouthwatering white. a crowd-pleasing, lemonlime sip that finishes with  
just a trace of balancing sweetness on the finish.” — April 2021

[89] Wine Advocate

TECHNICAL INFO
Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
Vineyard Sources: Ruwer & Mosel
Alcohol: 12.0%
Residual Sweetness: 15.3 grams/liter
Total Acidity: 6.8 grams/liter
Total Production: 1,700 cases
UPC: 810404020807

NUTRITION INFO
Calories: 100 per serving (5 oz.)
Carbs & Sugar: 2.8 grams per serving
Fat & Cholesterol: None
Pesticide & Herbicide Free
GMO Free
Gluten Free
Vegan


